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splinter cell conviction has been given a whole new lease of life and after 5 years and splinter cell essentials game launcher download (which was released 2 years ago) it is finally available to download for the nintendo 3ds. as it stands, as of 11/22/2010, the console version is locked to the european store. all of the stores have it, but not all of
them have it for the pc version. only the european store has it. the north american store does not have it. the game doesn't come in a box. it comes in a big plastic case that's about the size of a standard dvd case. inside, you get a cd case, and inside that, you get the game. it seems like it's a retail release. i couldn't find it anywhere for a while,
until i remembered this forum. from the box, you get the game, a manual, a double-sided map, and a soundtrack cd. there are no instructions in the manual. the manual is a little too big to fit in the game box, so the box must have been made to hold the manual too. the game box is white with black lettering. the map that's in the box is white,
and it's a double-sided map. it has a few spots that are blank, so you'll have to buy the map separately to fill those in. if you're thinking about buying the game, you might want to check out the game stop's guide for the ps3 and the xbox 360, and see what they're charging for the game. while you're there, you should check out the game stop's

pricing index, which is pretty comprehensive. you can also check out game stop's top-selling games. it can give you a good idea of what the game is worth. i can't remember what the game is worth, though, so you'll have to check out the site yourself and see for yourself. also, for more information about the game, check out the splinter cell
website. problem 8 the pc version of splinter cell: conviction has steam support, and it does not work on ati cards
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